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Researcher I would like to begin a little bit about the war itself, what is particular about Italian Coloni-
alism, about the Fascist war and occupation in Ethiopia? 

Shiferaw Bekele The fascist occupation and the fascist war have quite e few peculiar features in the 
history of colonialism in Africa. In the first place it was carried out much, much later, than the colonial-
isms of all other European countries. By the time they started planning and invading the country, al-
ready the other colonial empires were old, were mature, were in a state of decline, (with) many years 
behind them. And therefore this came much, much later than the colonial period, than the other colo-
nials rules of Africa. It was therefore a war that was carried out in a post-empire building epoch with 
military hardware and a military force that was much, much different from the colonial invading forces. 
The fascist army that invaded Ethiopia, which is over 100.000, was ten times bigger than the biggest 
colonial invading forces in the 1880s and 1890s. The colonial forces, or the colonizing French, British, 
Belgium, German forces numbered usually to a maximum of 3.000 troops, very often an army of 
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1.000, 2.000 troops. It is very rare to have a large army of 10.000 to deploy against an African polity or 
an African resistance force. In this particular case it is well over a 100.000 troops that is deployed. And 
that is the biggest European invading force in Africa up to that time and since then too. That’s its other 
feature. Then we come in terms of the armament that was deployed. Tanks, aircrafts, canons, artillery, 
and then you know gas. In terms of military technology, a point that I should make, you know, this was 
the cutting-edge technology of military warfare that was applied against an army that was almost tradi-
tional, that had no way of standing against all this armour and airpower and gas and so on. So this 
was also its other feature. And finally the mode of conducting the war: Colonial warfares were con-
ducted with a good mixture of compromise of obtaining collaboration, and so on. So colonial armies 
usually tried to win over a part of society and then attack the parts that resisted. And so it was a mixed 
operation military and political and diplomatic and so on. In this particular case it was heavily, heavily 
military. So there are these features. And finally on the diplomatic front, the Italians were invading a 
country that was a member of the League of Nations, that recognized Ethiopia as an equal to all other 
members including Italy. And therefore it was a violation of international law. Colonial invasions, colo-
nial occupations were carried out without this kind of violation of international law. There was no inter-
national law which they violated in a way. There was the Berlin Treaty which has a status of an inter-
national law, but it in a way justified and legalized their occupation of Africa. In sharp contrast to the 
fascist occupation, which ran, which violated directly the covenant of the League of Nations. So one 
sovereign country invaded another sovereign country, both of which were members of an international 
body. So these are some of the differences. 

Many people say, it was the last colonial war, isn’t it, that it is the first total war? 

Yes, many people say, it is the last colonial war. In some ways yes, you can say it, that aspect of, you 
know, occupying and so on. But we have always said, historians of the region, that this is the first war 
in the Second World War. The first war that unleashed, that showed, that displayed the nature of the 
total war of the Second World War. And it had all the characteristics, it had all the features of the Sec-
ond World War. It in a way was the war that opened the way to the Second World War. This experi-
ence, the experience of this war, was used for the next war, which was in Spain, and then in China, 
and on that basis the Second World War was undertaken. So it was the first stage of the total war that 
we saw in the Second World War. For this reason, quite a good number of Africanist historians argue 
that 1935, the year of the beginning of the invasion of Ethiopia, should be regarded as the year of the 
beginning of the Second World War, rather than august 1939.  

R Why do European researcher not respond to this, why do they remain with 1939 as the beginning of 
Second World War? What do they answer to this request? 

SB This request was not a request of a group of professors, teaching at some universities in Europe 
and Africa, who came up with this proposal, that 1935 should be the starting point of the war rather 
than 1939. This interpretation was accepted by the Unesco, and in a series of Volumes that they 
brought out on the history of Africa1, they made 1935 the breaking point on the contemporary history 
of Africa, precisely on this argument. And therefore this was a historical interpretation, a historical pe-
riodization that acquired their acceptance, their legitimacy, their acceptance of such a venerated organ 
like the Unesco. And therefore it is a very serious periodization. Nevertheless European and American 
historians or historians elsewhere do not accept this. Partly it is because of the imbalance in terms of 
development, in terms of resources and therefore in terms of weight on the international stage, that 

                                                      
1 Boahen, A. Adu (Ed.), 1985, General History of Africa Vol. VII Africa Under Colonial Domination 1880-1935, UNESCO: Paris 
and Heinemann:London; Mazrui, A. A., 1993, General History of Africa Vol. VIII Africa since 1935, UNESCO: Paris and Heine-
mann:London; UNESCO, 1979, The methodology of contemporary African history, Unesco: Ouagadougou, 
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the different continents have. And the African continent does not really enjoy as much weight as the 
European and American continents and therefore the voice that African historians have in the same 
way does not have the same level of ready acceptance as European and American institutions. For 
instance, I’ll give you a dramatic example: The world congress of Historians, which is carried out every 
four or five years and which brings together historians from many parts of the world, has always been 
dominated by European and American historians. Very recently Indian and Chinese and Korean and 
so historians started to get a good place within this world congress. Africa did not have any panel 
upon till the year 2000. In the conference of the year 200 held in Oslo a group of Africanist and African 
historians, I was present on this congress, got together and demanded that Africa should have a 
place. And on the next congress which was held in Sidney about 10 to 20 African scholars, historians, 
were able to attend the conference. Therefore you know, we are going to make a beginning in the 
world community of historians and for this reason the voice of African historians is not as strong as we 
would like it to be on the world stage. And I think, that is the reason why this periodization is not widely 
accepted elsewhere in the world.  

R If we look at the fascism itself, the ideology of Italian Fascism was it important for this type of war, 
and which role had it in this war? 

SB Yes, the ideology was very important. And it had a very considerable role. The ideology of fascism 
had the power as we saw not only in Italy but in several other countries, the power to mobilize the 
masses, the power to inflame the masses right around ideas of extreme nationalism, superiority and 
so on. And therefore the Italian people were strongly mobilized for this war. And, you know, the troops 
with the families back home, the intellectual elites and the business establishment, including the 
catholic establishment were all mobilized for the war. And the war enjoyed, I think we should admit 
this, tremendous support in Italy. That’s number one. Number two, the ideology underpinned the mili-
tary strategy and even the tactics. It was a supreme ideology to which everything was subjected. And 
any kind of atrocity was allowed so long as the ultimate objectives of the fascist party were going to be 
met. For the party, for the ideology anything was permissible. And this was a kind of ideology that 
underpinned the military strategy, the military preparation, the military strategy and the military tactic. 
Some of the generals were very brutal. For instance Graziani was called the Hyena of Libya and so 
on. He was very brutal, he was very cruel in his own right. But the ideology also provided the frame-
work for him to carry out all the brutalities. Therefore, you know, when for instance we compare it with 
the colonial occupation, even if we call it the last colonial war, the colonial wars of the 1880s and 
1890s were not driven by this kind of ideology. They were always flexible. They could occupy a land, 
and if they find it a little difficult, they could leave it. And if they find the resistance a little tough, the 
African resistance, they withdrew and negotiate or take their time and so on. Here it was a different 
case. It was a driven war. It was a war with an ultimate objective. So that annihilation was ideologically 
permitted, if annihilation was a thing that to bring victory to the fascist forces.  

R Which was the ultimate objective? 
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SB The ultimate objective was to create a huge empire for Italy and to establish a fascist empire. This 
fascist empire was supposed to be a replica of the Roman Empire. But it was absolutely different from 
the Roman Empire except the rhetoric, except the inspiration. So the ultimate objective was to estab-
lish the fascist empire and the fascist empire was to be established on the soil of Italy primarily and 
Ethiopia was supposed to be the supporting base. In this kind of empire there was no room for the 
natives. What Mussolini wanted was to build this empire in order to make it a lodging part for an even 
bigger empire within the European competition for hegemony. That’s one, and two as part of this, 
Mussolini thought Ethiopia would be a wonderful outlet for the surplus rural population of Italy who 
intern would be used for the ultimate war in Europe to establish the hegemony of fascism in Europe 
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and after Europe of course in the world. So the fascism was a totalitarian system which had this vision 
of establishing its totalitarian system over the world. So it was a kind of millenarian system which had 
this vision of going out of its boundaries to establish a world system on the basis of its own ideas. And 
the first stage was Ethiopia.  

R Did the ideology of a higher race and racism play a role and was it that this experience also con-
ducted to establishing the racist laws in 1938 in Italy? 

SB You see, the Italian fascism had as a central core this idea of bringing about the superiority, the 
hegemony of the Italian people. But it was not an out and out racist ideology for many years. To begin 
with, before 1922 it wasn’t blatantly racist, even if it was clearly stated that the idea was to establish 
the supremacy of the Italian, of the Italian man, not even the women, of the Italian man, and o so on. 
To establish his superiority over the whites and over the Europeans, and so on, let alone of the Afri-
cans. But in the 1930s with the emergence of German Nazism and with the blatant articulation of rac-
ist ideology by the Nazis in Germany, Mussolini, the Fascist were also influenced and they decided to 
institute racist laws in their own country and in Ethiopia also. And very decisive mayor steps were 
taken in 1938, in 1939 and in 1940. Initially, as you know very well, Italian Jews were for instance in-
volved in the war against Ethiopia2. Some even came, for instance one distinguished lawyer who was 
not part of the war, but who was sympathetic to the war. He was a Jewish Italian, came to Ethiopia to 
look into the history and the culture of Ethiopian Jews. And he helped a small Ethiopian Jewish school 
here and so on. That was at the initial stage. But by 1938 that was finished and it became an out and 
out, a blatantly racist system. And racist laws were issued, segregations were put in place and so on. 
So in the case of Italy the, as we say the trajectory or the genesis was slightly different from that of 
Germany. Here the central idea, the central purpose and objective was to bring out the greatness of 
the Italian man, of the Italian people over the Europeans and other races. This idea was not blatantly 
racist. It had racist elements within it, no doubt, but it wasn't very harshly racist in a way. But later, you 
know, with the emergence of the German party, the racism became very blatant.  

R I mean this is a very popular thesis that German Nazism led Mussolini to apply also racist laws. I 
was asking in another direction, not because I want to absolve the Germans, us, from our responsibil-
ity, but I was wondering, didn’t this colonial war, white Italians against black Ethiopians beginning in 
1935 and also the experience in Libya already lead to an own racist ideology which had not so much 
to do with the German episode? So to say, first the Italians themselves developed a kind of racism 
which then integrated with the German Nazi experiences and conducted to the racist laws.  

SB I have no problem in accepting your line of thinking. I accept it. Let’s look at it this way. During the 
colonial era, the establishment of the colonial 1880s and 1890s racism was widespread, was the order 
of the day. And the Europeans when they established their rule in Africa, they did it as a civilizing mis-
sion over the black races etc. etc. So Italians also shared this view. And then in early 20s century in 
the Libyan war this ideas underpinned the whole repression and the establishment. And then at the 
end of the First World War when fascism emerged the central focus of fascism, the ideological roots of 
fascism were not really the colonial wars. They were European, they were Italia thoughts within the 
Italian history of ideas, within the Italian intellectual history. It goes into Italian intellectual history and it 
was, it emerged out of this specific Italian situation of the post First World War period, which had its 
roots going back to the 19th century and so on. Then it easily linked itself with the situation in Africa 
and therefore it picked up this already existing old racism of Europeans: white supremacy against, 

                                                      
2 See Pankhurst, Richard, 1972, Plans for Mass Jewish Settlement in Ethiopia (1936-1943), In: Ethiopia Observer 15, p. 235-45. 
again: Tezeta, 2005, http://tezetaethiopia.wordpress.com/2005/04/20/plans-for-mass-jewish-settlement-in-ethiopia-1936-
1943br-smallby-richarch-pankhurst/
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white superiority against black inferiority. But you know Fascism, the idea of fascism was to establish 
the supremacy of the Italians not really in Africa, it was primarily in Europe. It was to make Italy a su-
perpower in Europe primarily. And therefore within this context the Italian fascist ideology of the 1920s 
was not clearly articulated in terms of the Italian race. They did not really think as a separate Italian 
race, separate from the French, separate from the Germans, separate from the Spanish and so on. 
They simply thought of the Italian nation and they thought of establishing the supremacy of the Italian 
nation. As I said, there was this big, big corpus of ideas of racism that they inherited from Europe, from 
the colonial period, when the whites were superior and the blacks were inferior. But you know, it 
wasn’t like fascism. When the European situation, there is Spain, there are a number of fascist parties 
in several other European countries, when all of these ideas came together, Italians also became bla-
tantly racist and therefore they started to distinguish between Jews, Italian Jews and Italian Italians, 
between Italians and the Slavs, between Italians and the Arians, between Italians and the other Latins. 
For instance, to make distinctions between the Arabs and the Ethiopians. To make distinctions even 
among the Ethiopians. Ethiopians were also put in a hierarchy. They were an inferior black race, but 
within this black body of people, you know, there were hierarchies. So they worked hard to establish 
hierarchies even within this, within the tribes of the Ethiopian empire. That was the 1930s. Earlier on, it 
was not so clearly, so blatantly articulated. It didn't take the shape of laws, the shape of policies, that’s 
what I’m trying to say. Otherwise I fully agree with you, that, you know, we shouldn’t really attribute 
everything to the Germans, no, no. Actually it is the other way round, it is the Germans were fully in-
spired by Mussolini and his ideas his writings and so on. We all know very well that Hitler as a young 
politician in Munich read a great deal of what Mussolini wrote etc. And he stole quite a bit of his ideas 
from Mussolini’s writings and so on.  

R I mean it was not only this, but also that Germans came to study this war, the Libyan war and the so 
called Abyssinian war. There were German generals and military researchers coming to study how 
Italy conducted this war. 

SB Yes. 

R And I was asking myself, so this war, has it also a role as example or learning place for the Ger-
mans, of which kind? 
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SB Yes, yes, that’s what I’m saying, you know. At the beginning of this interview, that ‘s what I’m say-
ing. You know, this war was different from the previous colonial wars, that we should say it was the 
first of the First World Dawn Wars, because of among other reasons this thing, you know. German 
generals studied the preparations, came into the field and watched the battles and the operations and 
so on, a) because of the innovations that were put into the field. Innovation number one, heavy use of 
airpower. Previous to that, you know it were Italians who started the use of airpower very strongly in 
the Libyan war. And they used the latest aircrafts for the war, the bombings and so on. Now this time 
are also heavy use of airpower not just to hit the army, but to destroy the rear, to destroy its supply 
base. To destroy the moral of not only the army, but of also the people who support it, you know. So 
they came to study the application of this latest technology in the new war. And they were able to learn 
quite a bit, airpower, the use of armoured, concentrated armoured attack, even in Ethiopia where the 
roads and the terrain was not suitable, everywhere was not suitable for heavy armoured offensives. 
Even in this case they came to study the use of heavy armoured units in order to break the backbone 
of the enemy. How much of this eventually went into the decision of the Blitzkrieg, of the 1940/41 you 
know, where the German panzer Divisions were used in France and then in 1941 against the Poles, 
against the Russians, we don't know. But the first experiment, the first use, the first attempt was in 
Ethiopia. There is mass warfare; the Ethiopians deployed a huge number of troops who did not have 
the advantages of armoured units, and what the Italians did was to concentrate their armoured forces 
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and break the backbone of the Ethiopians wherever the terrain allowed. And very quickly the Ethiopian 
forces were annihilated or heavily or decisively defeated. So you know deployment, supply of tactics, 
use of armoured force, use of airpower all of these were first tried on a very large scale in Ethiopia, in 
the northern front and in the southern front in the Ogaden, where the terrain allowed the use of ar-
moured columns. And Graziani used armoured columns very well against Ethiopian troops who did not 
have anything to... 

R Was it also a model in the sense that breaking international law was no problem and committing 
atrocities neither? 

SB Well that's very, very obvious, you now, a very, very obvious consequence of the failure of the 
League of Nations. One person who learned the lesson from this was Hitler, you know, who sat down 
and studied the way the League of Nations, the way Britain, France and the United States responded 
to this whole situation. A) The invasion was blatantly against the covenant of the League of Nations. 
And they did nothing. B) The war ran against all the rules and regulations of the international organs, 
of international law. They did nothing. And one man who drew the right lessons from here was Hitler, I 
mean. There is no doubt about it. Hitler did it and the Japanese drew their lessons. And then from this 
the Japanese immediately went into their China war, you know. And they carried out their atrocities on 
a very big scale. That further confirmed Hitler and the Japanese generals, the German and Japanese 
generals that nobody would do anything, you know, whatever you do. And then you have Spain, you 
know, one thing leading to the other. The first was Ethiopia, you know, you can break international 
laws with impunity. And Ethiopian historians have always pointed this out. The Ethiopian political lead-
ership had pointed this out at its time, nobody listened. And then much later after the Second World 
War, the United Nations always grappled to this, you know. This is a dilemma of allowing dictators. 
Should we let them go? Should we fight against them? It comes all the way to the 1990s, you know. 
The Saddam Hussein War, there is this argument, should we allow the dictators to go on with impu-
nity. There is this haunting experience, haunting history of Ethiopia, as Ethiopians would always like to 
point out, of China, of Spain, of the Second World War as a whole, of letting dictators go their way and 
eventually raping the bitter fruits that come out of this. So this was a big, big thing that the Germans 
drew out of the Ethiopian war.  

R When we look at the atrocities and the repression my impression was, that after the proclamation of 
the Empire, as the so called end of the war, repression and resistance was much bigger, is that right? 
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SB Yes, it is of a different kind. During the war from October to May, to the end of April it was there 
was a conventional warfare. Huge armies on both sides going into the, into battle, and in the process 
Italians using gas and committing atrocities, and their airpower going behind Ethiopian lines, and de-
stroying villages and all population, concentrated population settlements in order to weaken the moral 
of the Army, supply routes and so on. Destroy and gas and so on, this was used. But after the estab-
lishment of the Empire, the nature of the war very quickly changed. The war very quickly changed its 
nature. Instead of heavy massed armies facing the Italians, now it became small groups, spread out in 
the mountains, attacking small Italian columns or trying to disengage the Italians from Addis Abeba. 
And even the principal generals who were not annihilated during this, from the October to May war in 
the southern front, the Ethiopian generals, all those generals who retreated to the west, were not really 
able after May 1936, to put up big armies, to deploy big armies against incoming Italian columns, in-
vading divisions. What they did was to retreat back and engage Italians on a small scale, on a very 
small scale. And in this kind of warfare they fell back, the Ethiopian troops fell back on the support of 
the local villages. And the Italians very quickly learned saw that there was this big support from the 
people to the resistance people. In short, the war after the establishment of the Empire very quickly 
changed its nature from a conventional war of two armies fighting into more or less a nationwide, a 
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very wide insurgency. So the central provinces were covered with insurgency. The insurgency started 
in the rainy season, in the summer of 1936, a very, very big insurgency. And then in the fall and in the 
later winter and spring, of 1937 it spread into the north-western provinces and then into some of the 
western provinces. These insurgencies relied heavily on the people and they undertook guerrilla war-
fare tactics. And so the Italians decided to carry out systematic atrocities. The previous atrocities were 
not so systematic. They were, for instance the air bombardment, gas used behind Ethiopian lines, it 
was not very systematic. The planes came to concentrated settlements dropped their bombs and their 
gas and flew back. There was room here to survive. During the next stage, which is after may 1936 
which very quickly became as I told you a huge insurgency, and the rest of the year, here they started 
to carry out systematic atrocities and repressive campaigns and so on. And the memories are still 
alive and Italian scholars as well as Ethiopians have studied them. Here we see the nature also of the 
total war. It is something that the Germans later took to a very high level in Poland, in Russia even in 
France and so on. It started here. The Italian troops moving in this complete total preparation to de-
stroy entire villages and so on.  

R When we come to the camps, my impression is the camps have a minor role in this war and occu-
pation, why? 

SB You mean the concentration camps? 

R Yes 
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SB Yes, they have had a minor role and actually what they did was to establish temporary concentra-
tion camps. And they had a number of interesting which I now started to realize, that there were very 
interesting concentration camps, which before I met you I did not really take them in terms of concen-
tration camps. For instance in the central Ethiopian regions, if you go to the northeast of Addis Abeba, 
about 65 to 70 kilometres from Addis, this is a highly insurgent dominated area from about 30, 40 
kilometres northeast of Addis, all the way to 450, 500 kilometres highly. And one of their temporary 
concentration camps was at a place called Shano, where they captured people. From a wide area 
brought them there and carried out mass executions. After meeting you I have started to think of de-
veloping a project to do fieldwork in that town, to identify mass burial areas and how many people 
were killed, to identify, to collect oral traditions, and so on. You have had this temporary concentration 
camps in the region around Shano. They kept them there and they executed as many people as pos-
sible. And then they took, they released some of the prisoners, whom they thought were captured for 
the wrong reasons, and then they again brought people. So it was a camp, were they continuously 
supplied. They carried out executions, heavy, massive executions, throughout the war for five years. 
Even the general was regarded as a very moderate general, General Nasi used that place as a con-
centration camp. That’s one thing that I was able to identify after meeting you. And then there is an-
other concentration camp, the place where they put it, not really the term concentration camp is a little 
misleading, a place were they brought in prisoners and carried out mass executions. The other is 
120/130 kilometres west of Addis. Where again they brought all the people from villages, children, 
women, and they carried out their executions and then they, and then they used it again and again for 
this kind of purpose. So in Ethiopia what I have seen now, that there are a number of places in central 
provinces, in the north-western provinces, in the Amhara provinces, you know what we call Gojjam 
and Gondar, where they had temporary places of concentration and where they carried out their exe-
cutions, and they emptied them by the executions and a little later also brought in, and they carried out 
their executions and so on. The prisoners they thought should go into a long term concentration camp, 
they send them down to Somalia or up to Nocra in Eritrea, off the coast in Eritrea. So they have this 
kind of situation in Ethiopia, which I would like to point out to you. Unfortunately we have not studied 
them, because nobody really identified them as very useful concentration areas for large scale execu-
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tion purposes. The execution sites and the concentrations that already Campbell discovered and dis-
cussed in his writings3, you know. These were not unique cases of concentrating people in one area. 
Killing as many as you can, then waiting for another turn, and so on and so forth. I think we have to 
carry out more research than we have done so far in order to identify and document and so on, these 
concentration areas. Already the work done by Campbell and Dominioni4 are very important. And 
there are some memories that are recorded by Ethiopian survivors from these places. We have to 
study them.  

R How was this, the second camp, called, 130 kilometres north-west? 

SB Not north-west, west, this is the Ambo area.  

R So where did you get this information on these camps? 

SB From informants. For instance the Shano area from my grand uncles and so on, who have died 
quite a few years ago. When I started preparing for this interview, taking notes from what I heard, I 
understood that, you know, in Shano, they had. And when I looked at some of the memories I pub-
lished, I saw you know, that Shano was one area, where they brought in prisoners from different areas 
and then carried out large scale executions. But this has to be studied, this has do be documented 

R Absolutely. 

SB And western Ambo area it is the same, it has to be documented.  

R Well that is really interesting, because one of the aims of our project is to give an overview, because 
we know, that there is no overview. There is no complete overview of the Italian concentration camp 
universe even in Italy itself. The numbers are not correct, there is no study in Italy itself of all the con-
centration camps and this is really a lack which is tremendous. Because we have always this situation, 
that Italians like to say, well the bad Germans, and they had Auschwitz, they had all this, which is ab-
solutely right, I mean I don’t want to diminish nothing from the responsibility of the Germans. But we 
have to see that Italian fascism was a kind of totalitarian system with a concentration camp universe 
on its own, with this political confinement, which has also to do with the Germans, which was much 
before, and which led also to the German experience. That’s the point, I think. So this has to be stud-
ied, as an own subject. And this was not done.  

SB I have decided to look into this in the coming few months, into the Shano and Ambo concentration 
camps.  

R I have other information about Campi di prigionieri di Intendenza, which were in Macallè (Mek'ele) 
and in Adua (Adwa). Do you have any information about them? 

SB I don't have any oral information from survivors about this, but I now about them from Italian writ-
ings, not from Ethiopian memories. 

R When we come to Danane and Nocra, it is a little bit particular, that there have been the temporary 
concentration camps but not a long lasting concentration camp in Ethiopian territory itself5, but people 
were taken to Somali and Eritrean territories. First question why? And second question which informa-
tion do we have about these two camps? 

SB I’m not familiar with Italian thinking, why they chose Danane and Nocra, rather than building up 
concentration camps here in the country. I haven’t seen the documents and I don't think the principal 

                                                      
3 See Testimony of Ian Campbell http://www.campifascisti.it/scheda_testimonianza_full.php?id_tst=22  
4 Dominioni, Matteo, 2008, Lo sfascio dell'impero. Gli italiani in Etiopia 1936-1941, Bari: Laterza 
5 The researcher ignored at this stage of the investigation the existence of long lasting Italian concentration camps in Ethiopia, 
like Akaki, Dire Dawa, Harar and others.  
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Italian historians who studied this period like Del Boca and Rochat looked into this. I have only seen 
Ethiopian survivors, memories of these prisons. Ethiopian survivors have given us some description of 
the situation in the camps here. And these survivors have stayed there for some time, from a few 
months to years. From six, seven, eight months to four years they have stayed there. Because the 
Ethiopian occupation itself was short, as you know, it did not allow many years. So there are Ethiopian 
survivors from these camps who stayed for some years, you know.  

R What do they tell us about the camps? 

SB They describe the situation, how they are kept, how they are fed, how they are treated, how they 
came out from, what kind of treatment they were given.  

R Do you have some details? How do they describe the life in the camps? 

SB To begin with, the first thing that strikes them is the difference in terms of altitude, you know, apart 
from the Italian treatment, in terms of the altitude. The Ethiopian prisoners area taken from very high 
altitudes. 3.000, 2.000 metres above see-level, where the temperature is very temperate, a temperate 
climate. And then they are taken down to Danane and Nocra, where it is see-level and it is extremely 
hot, very arid, very hot regions. Which is not suitable to the Ethiopians. Supply of water, supply of 
food, was terrible, and they were cramped into rooms that as they say, where not suitable for human 
beings to live. These are the things that they described in their memories.  

R Was there punishment? 

SB Yes, there were physical punishments, there were executions that were carried out. But they did 
not remember systematic killing of groups of people, like in Auschwitz and the other camps. There are 
no death houses. But many died as a result of the harsh conditions of the prisons. 

R I mean mortality in Danane was very high. 

SB In Danane it is very high, in Nocra it was very high. Particularly in Danane it was very high be-
cause the water, the food, the living condition was extremely harsh and they were thrown out like that, 
as some of the prison guards said, like dogs. And so many people died. What I’m trying to say is, it 
was not a systematic way of killing them by putting gas into the chambers and so on, no. But many, 
many died, mortality was very, very high.  

R Where they guarded by soldiers or by Carabinieri?  

SB By Carabinieri and by local Somali Dubats6, you know. And the Dubats were very cruel because of 
the ethnic relationship and the Italian policy of encouraging one ethnic group against the others. And 
so the Dubats or Somalis were told that these were Amhara, these were Christians, these were the 
people who previously suppressed the Somalis in Ethiopia, who did this and that. And so the Somali 
soldiers had a very hostile, a very negative attitude towards the Ethiopians. Even up in Eritrea where 
some of the local Askaris7, troops who were guarding the prisoners together with the Carabinieri and 
the Blackshirts, I’m sorry, not only the Carabinieri it was also the Blackshirts, with the Blackshirts, were 
very hostile. Even despite of being orthodox Christian, having the same historical background, sharing 
the same kind of cultural things, symbolisms and so on. They were made to be Christian by this policy 
of putting one tribe against the other, you know, that the Italians applied. So up in Nocra and here 

                                                      
6 “Dubats was the designation given to armed irregular bands employed by the Italian Regio Corpo Truppe Coloniali ("Royal 
Corps of Colonial Troops" or "Italian Colonial Army") in Italian Somaliland from 1924 to 1941. The word dubats was derived from 
a Somali phrase meaning "white turbans" (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dubats).  
7 By Italians recruited Eritrean troops, serving in the armies of Italian colonial powers in Italian East Africa. Out of a total of 
256,000 Italian troops serving in 1940, about 182,000 were recruited from Eritrea, Somalia and the recently occupied (1935–36) 
Ethiopia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Askaris#Italian_colonies).  
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down in Danane Blackshirts were cruel, the Carabinieri were cruel, the local Somalis were not so 
cruel.  

R What is the difference between Nocra and Danane? 

SB Danane was harsher, the treatment was very harsh, than Nocra. Nocra the weather was harsher 
for the Ethiopians than Danane. This is the general. 

R But of the people interned, deported there, are them the same subjects, or different targets so to 
say? 

SB No, it is the same group of people which they took. Now, I haven’t seen the documents, why the 
Italian for instance Blackshirts officials here in Addis or the Carabinieri or who else decided to send X 
to Nocra and Y to Danane. That argument I don't have, but they always made a distinction. And they 
send some to Nocra and they send some to Danane. I mean they separated and send them. And 
there was a reason why they separated, why they send some to Danane and some to Nocra. Particu-
larly I don't know because you have to see the archives. It must be somewhere in the archives, be-
cause this was bureaucratically decided to send some to this and some to the others.  

R Did the camps also have an economic role, economic exploitation of the people interned in these 
camps? 

SB I think they did, but my knowledge is not very good on the situation of these camps and it is only 
after I met you that I decided to study them. And I didn't have much time to study the literature and so 
on. 

R It is said, that in Nocra people were employed in the AGIP petroleum plant. 

SB Yes. 

R And in Danane people were employed in farming.  

SB In the valley where they had, in the Valley of the Webi Shabelle where earlier on starting from 
1919 it was actually the Duke of the Abruzzes, I think it was Duca degli Abruzzi who first started a big 
plantation in the Valley of the Webi Shabelle, and then it expanded. And they used, there was this use 
of labour for the internees there and for the AGIP up there. That much I’m familiar. But how much they 
contributed to the economic situation I don’t know. People have studied for instance how much the 
prisoners in Siberia have contributed to the development of Siberia. And how much the Germans have 
used labour for, the labour of internees, have already been studied. In this case we have to study that 
also. We have to look at the documents and see how much they were used. 

R When we talk about the documents. In Ethiopia itself is there a basis to study the concentration 
camps? 

SB No, in Ethiopia unfortunately there is no basis for that. We have to rely on oral informants on oral 
traditions. These oral traditions would help you to check and countercheck the documents in Italian 
archives. Already one of the big achievements of Ian Campbell and Dominioni is, that they used oral 
traditions memories of people to countercheck the archives, archival documents. And the archival 
documents were discovered were found out, they found out that the archival documents systematically 
covered up, they only told part of the truth, part of the atrocities. Not all of it. That’s what Campbell 
found out, and that’s what Dominioni found out. I think the same method should be applied of using 
oral sources and archival documents from the Italian side and use both to check on each other and 
establish the truth. And this here is a very difficult job, I know, but it has to be done. There is no other 
choice. On the Ethiopian side some of the people had very early on, from about 1942 onwards, some 
of the people have written down their memories. So there are something written as I told you already 
the other day when we met. You know here is something written, fresh, down. There are some reports 
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the Ethiopian government gave to international organs to demand compensation and so on. All of 
those have to be used and additional memories have to be collected. Then these have to be checked 
against archival documents. This is the only thing that we can do It is not like in Germany and in Rus-
sia, where both sides sat down, and wrote at the time the events took pace.  

R When we look now, we have already two kinds of camps: temporary camps mostly for execution as 
you said, and the two concentration camps. But we have a third kind of deportation and camp system, 
which was the deportation to Italy. What about these? 

SB The deportation to Italy was, well you see, we already know, is focused on the elite, particularly on 
the political elite, on the cream of Ethiopian society, on the nobility, the aristocracy or the intellectual 
elite. They already had ideas of the people whom they captured put together in the temporary concen-
tration camps. And then they decided to take this people to Italy. So it’s a particular group of people 
who were affected by this kind of deportation. And why did they decide to take these people as far up 
as Italy. Which was, in a way, very burdensome, very cumbersome and up to a point expensive. You 
know, they could throw them into Danane or create a concentration camp here and put them there. 
One reason for sure is political. I mean, the overall context, we know, for Danane, for Nocra and also 
for this. From the very beginning Italians were able to see that there was a very strong sense of Ethio-
pian nationalism in the country. There was a very strong sense of nationalism, which black people 
were not supposed to have. And this nationalism, they also were able to see, generated a feeling of 
resistance. They were also able to see. As a result of this there was a widespread insurgency. And in 
order to overcome the insurgency they had already concluded, even Graziani, who had the tendency 
to use force first, to privilege force rather than political instruments, even Graziani was able to see that 
with force alone he could not defeat completely the insurgency. And so they tried to reduce everything 
that would allow, that would feed the insurgency, and everything that would infuriate the Ethiopians to 
join the insurgency. Let me give you a simple experience. They decided to pull down the monument of 
Menelik from the very centre of the city. And they knew and they sensed very quickly that there will be 
a big opposition in Addis Abeba against it and around the country. And so (laughing) the decision was, 
to pull down the monument in the middle of the night. Here is an extremely powerful army, which de-
feated the Ethiopians. They had this self perception that they were invincible and so on. It was the 
minister who came from Rome, the Minister of War and the Minister of Colonies, who decided that this 
statue had to be brought down. Even Graziani was against it. That we know now, Graziani was 
against it. Why? For political reasons. Because Graziani thought that it would give, it would arouse 
people against the Italians. And so ultimately they decided to bring it down in the middle of the night. 
And they did many things behind the back of the people. Because they did not want to arouse the 
people for resistance. They don’t want to feed into the resistance. And after all these massacres in the 
churches and so on, they went out of their way to renewal the church in order to weaken the resis-
tance, the insurgency. So the general feeing, the general context is quite clear. You know, they cannot 
put all these, the flower of Ethiopian aristocracy, the flower of Ethiopian nobility, the flower of Ethiopian 
army, member of the families of these famous people in concentration camps here in the centre of the 
country or in the west or in the south were people could easily see. They had to take them far away. 
And they had to destroy all their memory and so on. And this is one of the characteristics of totalitarian 
systems in the Soviet Union, in Germany in Italy where the massive crimes were done away from the 
people, behind the back of the people, hidden from the people. So there was this principle of hiding it 
from the people. Ras Immirù for instance and al the entourage of Ras Immirù, this man had such a 
huge reputation in the country you cannot really put him here in the middle of the country. You have to 
take him far away. Some of the women they took, aristocratic women, princesses etc. you have to 
take them away because it would feed into the insurgency, it would feed to, allow the insurgency to 
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use it to further gain support. So the context we know and we understand within the broad context, 
why they took them. But, you know, specific decisions, specific memorandums have to be seen. Why 
exactly among the aristocracy, they took some of the members of aristocracy to Danane and some to 
Italy. The general context is quite clear, it’s political.  

R Is there any relation between the German and the Italian camps. Were they studied as was studied 
the war for example or did they serve as a model. 

SB No, I don’t think so. If they were studied, then they would be studied as negative models (laughing) 
in a way, because the national characteristics of Germans and Italians were different. And the way the 
Italian occupiers behaved in this country was different from the way German occupiers behaved in the 
Soviet Union and in France and so on, because of national characteristics. But these are very general 
statements I’m making. One has to sit down and study the logic by going into secret service files by 
going into Blackshirt-files. Particularly into the files of the Blackshirts. We have not really studied the 
Blackshirts, and fascist archives. We have not really studied them because they have not been made 
available as a result of the policies of the Italian government. Now as time passes more and more they 
are getting to be more and more accessible. They have to be studied. My feeling is in terms of policy I 
think they could be seen as a first experience, as a first experiment for the big camps and so on. But in 
terms of implementation there were problems, because of lack of experience and because of national 
characteristics. For instance the Italians did not behave the same way in Ethiopia and in Albania. In 
Albania they were different, they were harsher and so on, because of the experience that was gained 
here and elsewhere. So, all of this has to be taken into account. The Albanian behaviour of fascist 
troops, Blackshirts, Yugoslavian behaviour of Blackshirts, fascist troops, Ethiopian behaviour of Black-
shirts and fascist troops. Because we have to single out the Blackshirts and the fascist party. For all 
the massacres in the centre we always find the Blackshirts and the fascist troops. The fascist, I mean 
the party members, the fascist and the Blackshirts were actively involved in all this even where in the 
professional army. There is some similarity. Professional army the professional troops and officers and 
the Blackshirt officers did not behave in the same way.  

R We had already the theme of the Jews, did you here anything about deportation of Ethiopian Jews 
to Italy? 

SB No, I did not hear of that. Some of the Jewish intellectuals, prominent Jewish intellectuals, I mean 
who had some modern education and so on, fled as the racist laws came, fled the country, went into 
Sudan and then into Egypt and so on, and joined the resistance from abroad. These were people 
whom they would have deported. They could not catch them.  

R So there was this Damocles sword of deportation for them? 

SB Yes, and I have the names. One of the leading intellectuals was Tamrat Emanuel, who had to run 
away before he was caught8.  

R But others were caught? 

SB No, as far as I know, I did not know anyone whom they caught. Maybe they did, but as far as I 
know, no.  

R Also another subject to be studied. So when we come to the aftermath of the war, Ethiopia struggled 
immediately Sylvia Pankhurst, the Emperor himself and many people to get justice, on the interna-
tional front. Why was there no justice possible?  

                                                      
8 See Pankhurst, Richard, 1972, Plans for Mass Jewish Settlement in Ethiopia (1936-1943), In: Ethiopia Observer 15, p. 235-45. 
again: Tezeta, 2005, http://tezetaethiopia.wordpress.com/2005/04/20/plans-for-mass-jewish-settlement-in-ethiopia-1936-
1943br-smallby-richarch-pankhurst/  
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SB Well, there are simple explanations for this, very simple explanations which are at the same time 
very true. The Pankhurst Family has pointed this out again and again. Ethiopia was a black country 
with no international weight and therefore in the international gatherings after the end of the Second 
World War the Ethiopian voice was not at all powerful. A black country, weak country, backward coun-
try and therefore its voice was very low. It was always marginalized. And Ethiopian leaders had to 
work hard to not be marginalized at every stake. That is one simple general explanation which is also 
true. There is another one. From the very beginning, the Anglo American political leadership, Churchill 
and Roosevelt made a distinction between Italy and the Germans, as you know very well. Churchill 
made a clear distinctions. They said, the Italians were the softer members, the Italians were different, 
the Italians were better, the Italians did whatever they did, in Ethiopia for instance they built roads, 
they built this and that. So there was from the very beginning a differentiation between Italy and Ger-
many in the course of the war in 1943, when allied troops were preparing to land in Italy, Churchill had 
made it clear to the troops, in terms of policy to the war council in London as well as to Roosevelt and 
so on. So there was also this context which continued right through to the end. At the end of the war, 
Churchill was ready to ask the collaboration of the biggest war criminals, as Richard Pankhurst and 
other Ethiopians, Emperor Haile Selassie, Prime Minster and Ethiopian Diplomats and then Richard 
Pankhurst and others pointed out, you know like Badoglio, Graziani, world class war criminals. They 
were left out and actually the British wanted to collaborate with them. Unlike Japan and Germany, 
where they identified the war criminals from the very beginning and went for them, and caught them 
and brought them to court etc. In this particular, the big criminal generals they wanted to collaborate 
with. 

R But why did they make this difference, I don't get it, because there were also other people they 
could get as Prime Minister, they didn't have to get Badoglio. Why did they treat these three countries 
so differently? 

SB Why did they treat the Germans and the Japanese in one group? From the very beginning as I told 
you, they got the Italians as more human fascists, as human racists, so to speak, between quotation 
marks. The Italians, whatever killing they did, they did them in the course of the war. Otherwise during 
the occupation, they said they were building roads and so on and so forth.  

R OK, but if we look from today to find out the political rationality behind, because this is not the rea-
son, it is just what they did. Which function had it, that they treated Italy so different. Had it a political 
function inside the rebuilding of the European system? 
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SB Yes, but not only that. By 1943 – as a historian I like to use dates and so on, these are very deci-
sive when decisions were made – by 1943 Churchill had already started to think, that the axes forces 
were going to be defeated. It was certain by 1943. By 1941 when Russia was invaded he knew that 
they were going to be, by 1943, after El Alamein and Stalingrad and so on, they were all gone. Chur-
chill had started to think, that the bigger danger now, was the incoming communist forces. That com-
munism was now the danger to the world. So the thinking had already changed by 1943, when they 
were landing in Italy, in Sicily. So the policy had to be designed in accordance with this global strategic 
thinking. And so they said, in order to, now we have to prepare ultimately to face the Russians, the 
communists, because they are now the looming danger against the western forces, against western 
democracy. And as they landed in Italy they decided that Italy could be well won over as an ally rather 
than as a protagonist. Italy did not have to be completely defeated like the Germans or like Japanese. 
In their cases they thought that these were not forces that they could salvage. They saw that the Ital-
ians could be won over. Because they saw in them a possibility to be won over. This is how I see it. So 
in the global thinking for instance with Churchill with Roosevelt and so on by 1943 during the landing 
of Sicily, they have already decided that the looming danger, that it was more dangerous than the 
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enemy now. And therefore they started realigning forces. And this had an impact. Churchill was bitter 
later that he should not have allowed the communists in Yugoslavia to succeed. He should have 
moved in such a way using Italians before the communists succeeded. He should not have allowed 
communism to come all the way to Yugoslavia. Churchill regretted many things later even if he real-
ized that the looming danger of the… So, you know, we have to place it within that framework of 
changing realities of the world by 1943. Because they were able to see that the communists were 
coming up as a result of the … 

R And the price for this was the non-truth? 

SB Yes, they thought this was not really a big thing. Because after all, who cares for Ethiopia. If Ethio-
pia was a powerful country it could have bumped to the table and imposed its will. And whatever 
Ethiopia was able to gain, it was by playing the different forces. For instance the Soviets helped the 
Ethiopian course very much in the different negotiations, because the Soviets saw they had no reason 
to sympathise with the Italians. They had seen the Italians behaving atrociously in the Soviet Union 
with the German troops. They had gone in as allies. So Soviet diplomats came out a number of times 
strongly on the Ethiopian side, supporting the Ethiopian position. So, you know, the Ethiopians had 
this, they had to somehow persuade the Americans to support them, sometimes the Soviets helped, 
with this they were able to gain something. But they were not able to obtain all of their diplomatic ob-
jectives like bringing to court Badoglio, Graziani and all the other war criminals.  

R So if we look on Italo-Ethiopian relations, was there never an excuse or something like that? 
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SB No, no, never. Because as I said only recently Italians came out their Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
the Prime Minister of Italy who came all the way here and they recognized that atrocities were commit-
ted. But something like what happened in Paris, where the state institutions of France went out and 
said, «look, we have committed crimes against humanity by the slave trade, during the Algerian war», 
and so on, the French came out, and said it and apologized for it. Something like that has never taken 
place in Italy. That, what happened in France, I’m giving you the French case as a really good exam-
ple. What happened in France, their colonial background, the Algerians, the slave trade, succeeded 
because it was proceeded by a long intellectual soul searching. A fraction of the French intellectuals 
always went into soul searching. And then eventually that thinking went into the political parties, went 
eventually into the Parliament, and it became a statement from the president of France, from the Par-
liament of France and so on. In the case of Italy there was a difference. In 1941 Italy by a Caesar was 
radically cut of from its colonial past. How? All its colonies were taken away from it in 1941 and were 
occupied by Britain. And in 1945 Libya was made an independent country, Eritrea was given back to 
Ethiopia. Somalia was made a trustee of Italy and then it was made an independent country. And 
therefore the colonial history of Italy was, like a Caesar, you know, by a surgical operation was cut of. 
And so the Italian intelligenzia did not have to grapple with the darker history of Italy like the French 
intelligenzia did. The French intelligenzia grappled with the darker past of France after 1945. The 
German intelligenzia grappled with the darker past of Germany after 1945. Whereas after 1941 the 
Italian intelligenzia had to think of Italy as a victim, of, you know, the allies coming, dominating Italy 
and so on. Rather than as a perpetrator, they started to think of themselves as, both the left and the 
right, so the leftist intellectuals had to grapple with this bad situation of Italy after 1945. You now the 
communist party could possibly win the majority but they were always unable to because of the west-
ern machinations. This was the obsession in Italy. And therefore the small intellectual group around 
Del Boca that continuously wrote and advocated all these atrocities, they need to recognize them for 
what they were and to face them, like the French did, like the Germans did. They never succeeded in 
getting a wider intellectual support for it. If there was a wider intellectual support within the intelligenzia 
it would have gone into the parties. And the parties would have brought it to the government. There 
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would be a nationwide soul searching, a nationwide internal reflection of what did we do in the past. 
This never took place in Italy. Italy never had its Sartre, so to speak. Sartre sat down and reflected, 
what did the French do in Algeria and in the colonial war, during the slave trade, in slavery and so on. 
Many other French professors, writers, philosophers thought about it. In Italy not. So, you see, the 
present act of the Italian president in Addis Abeba, of the Prime minister and of the Foreign Minister, 
where they said you know, well some things were bad etc., were not proceeded by a long soul search-
ing and recognition of all their atrocities, on the same level as in France. Yes, there was in Italy also, I 
mean the Del Boca group continuously advocated, continuously campaigned for the recognition of all 
this. They had their magazine, their journals. But it is not on the same level as Germany and France. 
So you see, the recognition did not really go beyond lip sense. And the Africanist intellectuals of Italy 
did not really come out, even the Ethiopiasist intellectuals many of them did not really come out open 
and recognize the atrocities. You know, it’s only a section of the intellectuals who study Ethiopia, Eri-
trean, Somalia and so on. Now because of the growing international weight of Libya, howsoever bad 
Gaddafi is, he has a weight which he used to bring out all the atrocities committed in Libya during the 
war of repression, during the insurgency. The simple fact of the film, this famous film that Gaddafi 
commissioned9, in which famous international actors were used, famous stars, the power of all those 
things and the power of the oil, all of this lead to an open allegation of the atrocities in Libya.  

R And compensation. 

SB And compensation. Ethiopia not. Ethiopian government and economy did not jet have that weight 
to demand this and to make the Italians pay. Libya got it from Berlusconi, from a right party, I mean. 
You could see the flexion of the power. And they did it. There is economic reason in all this, that Ber-
lusconi did and the right coalition did in Italy. It’s not from a left party, from a left or centre-left coalition 
that Libya got it, they got it from Berlusconi. And this shows you the power of weight. So, it takes time 
for Ethiopia. Sooner or later Ethiopia will get it. Getting that would help, you know.  

R But do you think it is still possible? It is also related to the issue of truth. If we have so little research, 
even if we have the Del Boca group, your research and of the other people, the most of the research 
has to be done. So, I mean, is it still possible to get truth and justice? 

SB Yes, by the intelligenzia, by the intellectual weight of France and Germany, that’s what I mean. In 
all these intellectual activities there was research. The truth was always published in France and in 
Germany. France, its colonial Algerian past, its slavery, its Vietnam and so on. Germany its Second 
World War and other things. Everything was published, came out. Not everything, many things were 
published and came out. In Ethiopia not. Whatever was done, was good, but it did not cover every-
thing. And we are grateful to the Del Boca group and Dell Boca himself really, really grateful, and then 
to the group around him. Some work has been done in Addis Abeba, by people from Addis Abeba 
University. But now, more and more will be done. There is a realisation that more and more will be 
done, also in Ethiopia and in Italy. So the truth will come out. And sooner or later that truth will be rec-
ognized, the recognition that it is an action against humanity. That the slave trade and slavery is an 
action against humanity was recognized after hundreds of years, recently in France and earlier on in 
Britain, you see. So it may take time. We may all pass, but it will be recognized. Because as genera-
tions pass, they will do the research, they will publish and so on. We have not been able to do exten-
sive research, that’s not good, but you know, future generations will take it on and on and on. So I 
have no doubt that more and more will be published, more and more will be discussed, more and 

                                                      
9 “The Lion of the Desert” directed by Moustapha Akkad. The film has been shown in Italy officially for the first time in 2009, after 
the two head of states Gaddafi and Berlusconi signed a friendship treaty between the two countries at the end of 2008, and Italy 
apologized for colonial terror. 
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more will come out. And in the process Ethiopia’s position will also change. And that will also change 
the situation at the international level.  

R I have one more point I would like to discuss with you, about the Ethiopian responsibility so to say. A 
system like this one is only possible, if you have collaborators, and we also talked about that already. 
How were Ethiopian collaborators treated after the war.  

SB You mean after 1941? 

R Yes.  

SB To begin with, I should tell, the story in Ethiopia is complicated, because, there was massive col-
laboration. The other (side) is, there was massive insurgency. There was also large scale collabora-
tion, as there was large scale insurgency, the word massive may not be good, there was large scale 
insurgency as there was large scale collaboration. And this collaboration went along ethnic lines and 
along religious lines. Therefore you have to recognize that truth. For instance the Italians were able to 
mobilize on a very large scale the Moslem population of Ethiopia, because the Moslems were op-
pressed in the past and they claimed that they came as liberators of the Moslems. And they imple-
mented some policies. You know, allowing the use of Arabic in Koranic schools, helping the Hajji to 
Mecca, encouraging the building of mosques and in many other ways enabling the Moslem establish-
ment, the Moslem elite to express itself. So there was a widespread support for the Italians from this 
part of the population. And then, a large number of ethnic groups were suppressed by the Ethiopian 
Policy in the past, so they also said, “We have come to liberate you from Amhara rule”. And this got 
responses, positive responses from various ethnic groups. Then within the Christian Amhara estab-
lishment itself they got support because there were groups who had a problem against the Ethiopian 
government at that time, you know, noble groups, aristocratic groups who had problems against the 
rule of the government of Haile Selassie. So they had large scale collaboration as there was large 
scale insurgency. Sometimes the insurgency, the war of the insurgency against the occupiers, was 
like a civil war, because they send local collaborators against the insurgents. And so sometimes the 
engagement between the insurgents and the occupying forces took on the character of civil wars, 
because the Italians send local collaborators. And so when Haile Selassie came back to the throne, 
when Ethiopia’s independence was restored, the newly, re-established Ethiopian government faced 
the question of how to handle this large scale collaboration. They adopted a twofold policy, a two point 
policy. One was to catch the leading collaborators who were engaged in their thinking in war, in crimes 
against the local people, against the country and so on, and to bring them to court. The other was to 
institute large scale pardon and reintegrate the collaborators into the newly established government. 
Now, let us take the re-integration first. The re-integration was, for the re-integration policy Haile 
Selassie paid a huge price. Because the insurgents, who were called patriots, very much resented the 
re-integration of the collaborators. A large number of collaborators were allowed to go on or some-
times given high positions in government or in local administration and so on. Some of the leading 
collaborating families were even inter-married with the Imperial Family, and so on. And this created 
huge resentment on the part of the insurgents whom we call patriots, patriot leaders, against Emperor 
Haile Selassie, against his government, for which he paid daily, you know. That’s number one. Then 
those who had to be punished, they were brought before court, the leading collaborators, Lords, 
chiefs, where brought before courts. And these courts like…, none of the leading collaborators was 
executed for his collaboration. Even for the atrocities they committed, none was executed. The biggest 
charges were brought against a Chief from Western Ethiopia, Sultan Abajobir, you now of killing a 
large number of Christians, and so on. But even he was not executed. Another leading collaborator 
was a collaborator from the North, from Tigray, who belongs to the local aristocracy. He betrayed the 
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Ethiopian side during the war and this was treason, not just collaboration, it was also treason and he 
was brought before the court. He too was not executed.  

R But they were sentenced to what? 

SB They were sentenced to life in exile. Not life imprisonment, life in exile. The term exile is a transla-
tion of an Amharic word gszot, which does not have an exact equivalent in the English language. So 
we use the word exile. This exile is when you are taken to a far off district, and you are forced to live in 
the town of that far off district. You will have your family, you will have your property, but you are not 
allowed to leave that district and go anywhere else. Whatever it is, you have to live in that district. That 
is the requirement. But then you keep your family, you keep your property, you send your children to 
school, your children have all the opportunities that other children have, the only thing that you have is 
to stay in that city until the end of your days. That’s what life in exile meant. So Sultan Abajobir, 
against whom charges of atrocities, crimes against humanity were brought, this big Lord from the 
North and many others were send to western Ethiopia or southern Ethiopia to the remote districts. 

R In different districts or all in one? 

SB No, no, in different districts. And they were kept there up until the outbreak of the revolution. Some 
died before the revolution, some came up until the outbreak of the revolution, and during the outbreak 
of the revolution, the revolutionaries released them because they were regarded as victims. But they 
stayed up until 1974 there and they were released. Now in the meantime their children went to school, 
became professionals etc., they had property, they lived and married or remarried and so on. I mean, 
they divorced, remarried, they went to church, they did all the things that other people did. Their re-
striction was only not to go out of that town. They could not buy land and sell in other provinces. But 
their older property they could keep and they could get them, from where they are. You know if they 
had land 1.000 kilometres away, they got their benefits where they lived. So this was the notion of this 
Ethiopian exile that we had. And all the leading collaborators were made to live like that. None was 
executed. Why did they do that? There were two reasons. We did not see the minutes, we did not see 
any diaries, but general historians agree on this story: number one, the Emperor himself was a very 
benevolent ruler. And in his long reign he executed only a very few number of people, political. Crimi-
nals yes, but for political reasons he executed not more than ten people, maybe five, maybe six. He 
never executed people. He usually sent them on exile. He pardoned many of his political enemies and 
so on. He was a highly benevolent ruler, that’s number one. Number two, there was also a political 
reason, which was very wise. This was a way of re-integrating the society that had collaborated, the 
people that are behind this leading figures. This Sultan Abajobir had a whole community belonging to 
his clan, religion and clan were one. This whole group of people, the majority supported him. The Em-
peror knew that. And executing this man would mean, you know, symbolically putting the same act on 
the others too. And that was his way of let bygones be bygones. And the man was exiled in a district 
not far away from his own native district. So his own people went very often to visit him, to give him 
gifts, to arrange marriage, to make marriage arrangements with his family, or with this extended line-
age, because he was still regarded as a leading figure among them. So they could see that the man 
lived a life of his own in that district as an exile. It is the same for this Lord in Tigray, for the other 
Lords. They were all established Lords, who had large followings and they could also be integrated. 
And indeed, for all the price that the Emperor paid for this kind of policy towards collaborators from the 
point of view of the patriots, the Emperor was able to bring about restoration of Imperial rule, peace 
and order very quickly.  

R How many were them, the trialed? 
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SB At the moment I have not counted them, but it is over 20, 30 people, leading ones. The smaller 
ones, a few hundred.  

R The smaller one’s were also judged? There was a legal process?  

SB For all of them. Because there were people accused of making this or that commitment, and so on. 
For instance one Lord was accused of helping, of being in the forefront. When a leading general by 
the name of Ras Desta, it was also the sun in law of the Emperor, was captured it was the unit of this 
Lord that went and captured him and handed over to the Italians and then he was executed. So this 
man was brought before a court. And the court decided, that he should be executed. But the Emperor 
turned it into life in exile, because the man actually was able to show witnesses to show that the man 
had send secret agents to Ras Desta to escape before they arrived. And the general was not able to 
run away and he was captured. So there were some witnesses, the Emperor saw all this and he was 
… and he lived in southern Etiopia until recently, where he died, and his children were well educated 
and were professionals in Ethiopian life and so on. He too lived a decent life visiting the church all the 
time. 

R Is there literature and research on this? 

SB No, there is no general work on this. I’m only prepared for this occasion. But on the individual Lord, 
yes, and the life of the individual Lord who went through this, yes, we have the literature. As one thing 
nobody studied it. It’s now that because of you, that I put them together. For instance one leading col-
laborator, an intellectual, who was highly placed in the Italian occupation regime, he was also accused 
of charges of treason against him. Because he was a diplomat before the war and he passed on in-
formation, secret information which was not supposed for the Italians and so on. Eventually he too 
was given life in exile. A) He lost his eyes because of maybe diabetics or some reason, and therefore 
his last days were not very good. B) he was very old in any case and then he lost his eyes and so he 
was very bitter, he condemned the Emperor. And he was a very famous writer in Amharic literature. 
And so the younger intellectuals tended to sympathise with him and to condemn the Emperors for 
being cruel (laughing) you know. For all the crimes of treason and collaboration the man would have 
been executed in any country of the world. Even De Gaulle would have executed him.  

R Do you think it is a problem for Ethiopian society that they have not been executed or judged more 
severely? 

SB They could have been judged more severely.  

R But when we look today, for Ethiopian society today, is it a problem or is it good that it has not been 
done? 

SB It is good that it has not been done. Because it has completely… At the time in 1941 there was big 
gulf. Let me go and take you back. There was a big gulf or gap between the patriots and the collabora-
tors, Iike the Vichyists and the Gaullists in France. The Gaullists and the Vichyists came all the way to 
the 1980s, you remember? Very much similar like that one. But in the Ethiopian case it died out in 
about ten years time that difference, in about ten, fifteen years time. As I was growing – I’m a post war 
generation – as I was growing up, kids from collaborating families and patriot families could easily mix 
and even people could easily mix, inter-marry and so on. It all became a story of the past. And it is 
because of the Emperor’s wise policy of not executing or large scale punishment. In other words, it 
helped to bring about reconciliation.  

R This is one hand, do we have on the other hand a discussion in post-war Ethiopia on these subjects 
or is it lacking? 
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SB No, that was a problem, a mistake of the Emperor. Why do I put it on the Emperor? Because this 
was an autocratic regime and all the decisions flowed from him. So as we stun him for everything 
(laughing) you know, we also blame Haile Selassie for everything. That was a problem of the regime, 
one of the mistakes that the regime did. They should have brought this out to the public and discussed 
it in public and made it part of the public discourse. They did not. In fact what they did was, they cov-
ered it up. The first major cover up of collaboration was done by the regime of Emperor Haile Selassie 
in a very systematic fashion. In school we were never told, that there was large scale collaboration. 
We were told that all Ethiopians were patriots, all Ethiopians fought for the motherland, all Ethiopians 
died for the motherland, and so on. We were told that it were Italians who always did the killing. The 
Ethiopians were killed. We were also told that whenever Ethiopian patriots killed, they killed only the 
Italians, you know. For instance what I studied in school as Ethiopian history of that period and what I 
do in my family was completely different. My family they told me that there were bad guys collabora-
tors, that the fighting was as much with the bad guys as it was with the Italians, and more obtrusive 
bad guys than with the Italians. But in school it was always a simple story of Ethiopia’s good guys, all 
of tem fighting against the Italians. Moslems were patriots, all ethnic groups were patriots etc. So why 
did they do this? We know the reason why they did it. It is now quite clear from the primary sources. 
They did it because they thought, if they did this, they would bring about better cohesion, greater na-
tionalism, everybody would feel that they had contributed to the national effort for Ethiopia’s liberation 
and establishment of Ethiopians independence. That was the thinking for this covering up. But that 
was bad, because entire generations grew up without knowing the truth. And believe me, when I teach 
now, when I make a lecture, that there was large scale collaboration in Ethiopia, Ethiopian intellectuals 
of my own generation don't believe me. I have to always be tendentious, giving evidence after evi-
dence. So that was bad, and that was the mistake of the government of Emperor Haile Selassie. 

R Do you have on the other hand a kind of remembrance culture in Ethiopia about this fascist war, the 
occupation? 

SB Yes. 

R In which sense, is there literature or other cultural products about this? Because I looked in Addis 
Abeba in this two weeks, there is no museum, where you remember this, a little bit in the exhibition of 
the Ethiopian Studies Institute, in the basement, but not as much, as there should be, I guess. I didn’t 
find literature on it...  
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SB Well you see, partly it is a weakness of all Third World States, lack of resources, lack of man 
power resources and financial resources, to put together for instance museums. Partly it is because 
the government had many priorities. Otherwise there was deliberate big acts of memory. One, the 
public performance of memory, the public performance to bring out memory. There is the February 19 
annual celebrations, there is May 6 annual celebrations, there is March 1 annual celebrations. There 
are three public holidays, February 19 for the massacre of Graziani, March 1 for the victory against the 
colonial forces of Italy in 1896, May 6 for the restoration of Ethiopian independence in 1941. These 
three dates were marked by parades and entire radio and television programs in Addis Abeba and 
around the country. And everything about this is brought out: Our history with Ottoman-Empire, with 
Egypt, with Italy, with Britain, with France, with all. This long history is brought out. The only thing that 
is forgotten, is the ancient period. So there are these public performances, public rituals, of enacting 
and bringing out symbolizing all the past associated with Italy, and so on. Then there are plays, there 
are songs, poetry etc. cultural productions you know, films, around the fascist period, patriots and so 
on. Plays, films, novels, poems songs and so on. Then there is the church, the Ethiopian church that 
also includes it in its annual, for given periods, the church also remembers those events, not the other 
religious denominations, but the Ethiopian church does remember. So there are all these things, but 
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there is this recent contemporary history of Ethiopia. The Imperial period, very much wanted us to 
remember that past. In the public ceremonies and acts, as well as these things, films, plays etc. were 
encouraged, songs, poetry and so on. Then there was the military government, which also wanted us 
to remember those. But then they also used them for their later wars. In the war against the Eritreans, 
in the war against the Somalis all of this was used. And the current government which was an insur-
gency itself during the military regime, it was condemned in terms of these historic pasts, as traitors 
and so on. And so they had no desire to encourage this kind of thing after 1991. So after 1991 the 
public holidays were maintained. But you know, they are not stages of big public performance, big 
parades and speeches and so, they are not. They are only days, and we just take of a day and rest at 
home and so on. Like in the days of the Emperor you know, like in France, where very big pageantry 
and so, no. And then people still write. But there are also others. The other voices are also encour-
aged. You have the patriots and then there are the collaborators who have their own stories. And so 
after 1991 the memory is being polluted, mixed up with other things, and so on. You have come at the 
wrong time, if you have come in 1960, in 1980, you would have been exposed to this. Yes, there is no 
museum. That’s because of the lack of resources. Otherwise the Emperor would have loved to have a 
hundred museums, Emperor Haile Selassie, because he studiously encouraged this memory. Men-
ghistu went out of his way to encourage the memory, even to glorify it, to glorify the memory to bring it 
out in very patriotic and nationalistic terms, which some called sometimes fascistic. (laughing) Have I 
responded to your question? 

R Yes, I did not know all this… 

SB And there are monuments also. There is for instance the Arat Kilo Monument and the Siddist Kilo 
Monument, and the Menelik statue again, the railway station statue, in Harar you have the monument, 
in the provinces in some places you have monuments to remember. And then there are the textbooks. 
The textbooks started to be changed after 1991.  

R So can we say we have from 1991 onwards a Kind of Ethiopian revisionism?  

SB Absolutely. So it is different now, after 1991. Before yes, it is a different story.  

R And this revisionism has it a big force and influence? 

SB Yes, very big. 

R So what is the result of it? 

SB Government supports it, the ruling parties supports it and other parties, very strong parties support 
it. What is the result? The result can be predicted with some confidence. Because as historian I’m not 
supposed to get into the future you know. Obviously all this period, the future memory of this period 
will not be as clearly powerful, as it was in the imperial period, and so on, in the future you know. It will 
be mixed with other things and it will be definitely relegated to a second or third status. It will not come 
out into the forefront. Given the current trend, you know.  

R But if we do more research, it could change again into another direction? 

SB It could, possibly, but now in the immediate future the trend is to relegate it to a second level.  
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